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THE HOSPITAL. Sept, 8, 1900. well equipped in regard to special departments, thus offering a large number of appointments to the students. The following paid appointments may properly be regarded as valuable prizes to the senior students: Ten house physicians, ten house surgeons, a resident midwifery assistant, and an ophthalmic house surgeon, two assistant anaesthetists, and an extern midwifery assistant.
The total value of the scholarships and prizes is nearly ?900 per annum. There is a resident college for students within the precincts of the hospital, and a very admirable recreation ground has been acquired at Winchmore Hill, which is easily reached by rail.
The composition fee is 150 guineas. In connection with this school there is a scholarship, the Bland-Sutton Presentation, which confers the privilege of free education during the first two years of the curriculum.
PROVINCIAL MEDICAL SCHOOLS.
In all the provincial medical schools the curriculum is so arranged as to give to the students precisely the same opportunities of obtaining degrees and diplomas as are open to those studying in London. They stand, however, on a somewhat different footing from most of the metropolitan-schools, more especially in regard to their relation to the hospitals. In fact, but for the great clinical opportunities offered by London, and the attraction which London has always exercised upon medical aspirants, by dint of which much of the best of the talent in the profession is to be found in the metropolis, where it is available for teaching purposes, the position occupied by many of the provincial schools, forming as they do an integral part of great colleges and Universities, would seem higher than that of many of the London schools, which are mere outgrowths of individual hospitals. Take, for example, the Cambridge school, which is part and parcel of the Cambridge University ; or the College of Medicine at Newcastleon-Tyne, which, with its associated faculties of science, &c., is a part of the University of Durham. In Manchester, Liverpool, and Leeds, again, we find great colleges in which advanced teaching in almost every department of knowledge is being carried on, the medical being one among many faculties in colleges, each of which is a great seat of learning. This can only be said of two, and, unfortunately, those two are not the greatest, of the London schools. The glamour of great names, the undoubted advantage of the enormous field for clinical observation offered by the London hospitals, the fact that everything strange and out of the way does in the end come to London, and the very obvious benefit which the student derives from the amount, we will not say of idle talent, but of talent " on its promotion," which is available for teaching purposes at all the London schools, must always make London pre-eminent as a medical school, notwithstanding the purely private position of most of its teaching institutions. But no one need nowadays be ashamed of being a provincial student. The public position occupied by the provincial schools, the admirable hospitals in which the medical instruction is given, and the advanced position occupied by the leading provincial teachers and practitioners, offer to the student everything that is required for obtaining a thoroughly sound professional education, while many of the provincial schools give him far greater opportunities than he has in London of obtaining that public recognition of his work which is expressed by a University degree. It is to be noted that the provincial medical colleges, not being mere appendages of the hospitals, the fees for hospital practice mentioned in the following list are in many cases given separately from those for the college course.
Cambridge University Medical School.
It is, we believe, possible to go through the whole of the medical curriculum at Cambridge, but it is chiefly as a great science school in which the first half of the curriculum may be advantageously passed that Cambridge takes its high position among seats of medical learning. Queen Margaret College, Glasgow (the "Women's Department of the University).
